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Note 

I lost interest in pursuing publication of  my poetry almost a decade ago, 
but since most of  my collections are now out of  print it seems timely to 
gather my poems together and publish them myself. 

For New and Selected Poems 1991-2017 I’ve chosen all the poems I care 
to remember. I wrote the earliest poem in this book when I was eleven, 
the most recent this year. Some, including older works, haven’t been 
previously published; some have been published many times, in books, 
magazines and anthologies.

I decided not to order the poems chronologically, nor to divide them 
into sections that reflect their publication in previous books. Instead I 
wanted to create a new body of  work that, like memory itself, exists 
spatially rather than sequentially, moving allusively through thematic, 
stylistic or emotional connections. 

Many poems have been revised, but I hope this has enhanced them 
rather than altering their original qualities. Clearly the work has changed 
over the years, as different ways of  thinking and making poems caught 
my interest; but I think I have always been the same poet.

Alison Croggon
Melbourne, July 2017 
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Selected Poems
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The poet has no identity

The poet has no identity. She is an electrical cloud she is a swarm of  bees she 
is a kabuki scream she is a shadow on the blind the plates in a cupboard the 
roar of  trucks on a freeway. She is the fiery neurone and the mark on a piece 
of  paper. She speaks on the telephone into the ether. No one there. Maybe it 
is god. She writes her body with the tips of  her fingers but it is no longer her 
body. The words are not her they belong to nobody. She writes to slough off  
her name. She speaks to become invisible. She desires to become what she is. 
When she wakes into her name it is falling asleep again. When she dreams she 
forgets. She is blind. She has the power of  flight.
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Why I don’t like being photographed

For Nicholas Walton-Healey

the true fact is that I am invisible
   the light that bounces off  my skin
 through the aperture of  a lens is quite
    a different phenomenon and is possibly
a spectre who will walk around
  inside the shape my name is supposed to be
            ordering books on the murderousness of  opera 
   or secondhand Dior nighties 
 or committing acts of  production that wake me in terror at 2am
  or conversing with unsavoury strangers 
in the corners of  the internet 
     it is very confusing 

like the invisible clouds that liquefy the tundra 
    the phantoms won’t stop proliferating 
 they keep sending me emails that I can’t read
    no matter how hard I squint they
  are never about what they seem to be
success love happiness no one seems to know
             how to escape into another dimension 
   stuck on our mundane sofas watching that movie
 where the monster wriggles inside our very skins
  and in their mansions up on the hill the dead-eyed madmen
   whisper it out and feed it every morning
it all ends in explosions that’s what it’s for
  and then we export the virus to another planet
 as if  there had been a time when once we were
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  more than data transmission in brutal economies 
     yet still we go on imagining
   rainbows and other physical objects
 hovering beautifully in the vapour of  our breaths

I am never quite sure who is thinking
  perhaps it is me or perhaps it is my photograph
 who maybe went fishing which I have never liked
                  and is admiring how the light
ripples its endless changes over the same river

 when I’m especially sad 
   I like to read Viktor Shklovsky who was 
the saddest critic of  all and who always began
      his books with a description of  a landscape

  those were optimistic days 
 he said the nightingale doesn’t know

 that it has been refuted
             he said a riddle always has two answers
  one is literal and wrong and the other
renews meaning by rearranging things
 I wonder if  there are still crows in Yalta

   one day I would like to buy him coffee
  and we could converse in cyrillics about fairytales
   and how art has its own laws  
and how a poem is a riddle of  sorts and not like a photograph
       which may be another kind of  riddle
      but dissimilar
    of  course 
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Ode

We were woken too early, before the moths had died in the streets,
when buds had barely hardened in the frost, when stars are hurtful
and famished. They took us through gardens and past the halls
where once we had lingered, past the houses and doused markets.
Our footsteps echoed back like iron. Of  course we were frightened, 
that was a given, of  course we remembered photographs we had studied
that then had nothing to do with us. The empty light of  morning
made anything seem possible, even freedom, even God. We stumbled
on familiar roads, and everything turned away from us,
lamp-posts, windows, signs. They weren’t ours any longer. Even the air
greeted us differently, pinching our skin to wake us from its dreams.

*

Words of  course were beyond us. They were what killed us
to begin with. They were taken away from the mouths that loved them
and given to men who worked their sorceries in distant cities,
who said that difficult things were simple now and that simple things
no longer existed. It was hard to find our way, we understood
the tender magic of  hands, we knew the magic of  things not spoken,
but this was a trick we couldn’t grasp. It lifted the world in a clump of  glass
and when everything came back down the streets had vanished.
In their places were shoes and clotting puddles and sparking wires
and holes and bricks and other things that words have no words for
and that silence swelling the noise until you can’t hear anything at all.

*
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It’s said that the dead don’t dream, but I dream of  flowers.
I could dream so many flowers – lilies like golden snow on water,
hyacinths the colours of  summer evenings or those amaranths they call
love-lies-bleeding. I dream of  none of  those. I dream instead
of  wind-blown roses that grew in our shabby yard, of  daisies
glimpsed through the kitchen window, of  marigolds that glowed
through nets of  weed. But most of  all, I dream of  red anemones
that never grew in my garden. They rise on slender stalks,
their seven-petalled heads bobbing and weaving in the wind.
Wind-flowers, Pliny called them, because they open only in the wind,
and the wind scatters their petals over every waste in the world.
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Poetry you never lied to me

So where do you land when your eyes are finally working
so well you can barely see instead you look
inside out as the worms in your brain work through
to the page like economists adding up zeroes
you live in this world it opens its arms it’s exactly
what you feared those dreams when you can’t stop
the tortured boy printed on your retina the hole 
in his cheek the slashed arms bloodless now the 
cigarette burns how did they yes they did they always do 
the big stupid money fracking the laws of  mercy 
all the connections clear and obscene like being haunted
by lino in kitchens that the years have demolished
into visions of  mothers in aprons with lacquered hair
squawking of  migraines or bending over shining ovens
for their hygienic children and executive husbands
you staggered in toxic heels and vomited blood
it was was gentler than madness your sister’s terror
that slashed her to ribbons her visions of  Lear her naked pain
poetry you never saved me but you were a rail of  words
that promised a kind of  redemption you knew it was fake
but out of  the distance stepped those ample summers
real as the camellias that opened outside your window
red as your fingers red as your newborn babies beautiful vaginas
speaking the possible here in this same world
where chemical hells scour the skin from children
o poetry who stepped down and clapped her manacles 
speaking her sentences knowing the judgement is life
her fluid chains her solitary rooms her knives of  ice and blood
opening inside you like forgiveness you think of  your sisters
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and you laid out in columns neat and shy and obedient 
polishing skirtings weeding the roses waiting for the devil to visit 
and run his finger along the shelves and find us wanting
but he can go to hell him and his little brothers
all those feminine lessons I flung on the fire of  my ego
refusing death although I invited him in with every word
every cigarette every failure poetry you never lied to me
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Beasts

The beasts are retreating. They are sliding
into the dusk, into the supple light of  vanishing trees,
into the glue of  dreams. All their strangeness
wavers behind wire, between the four sides of  a screen,
odourless and deathless. The beasts stare out of
bleached pages, enclosed at last, and the zoos
are silent, except when parrots and keepers
conduct their weird orchestrations.
Panic flicks in those slotted eyes but the sadness
is only ours. Police hunt corpses in rubbish dumps,
a pregnant mother and child. Beneath the surface,
submarine cries burst the ears of  whales.
Coral is leached to stone by the stripped sunlight
and houses crouch by the shore, awaiting the wave
prophets see in the distance. In forests
that glow at night, there are boars and wolves
whose futures mutate daily. There is much that is unknown
as always and even more that now will never
be understood. The cedar forests of  Lebanon
are tinder dry and bears starve on the wet tundra.
In the depths of  night there may be a phone call
we dare not answer or a cry in the street
which makes the hair rise on the back of  our necks.
They will not come back, something is happening 
at the edge of  our eyes, behind the reflections,
and billboards shout in the silence, delivering words
that in a more innocent age we thought were ours.
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Quickening

quick en, v.t. & i. Give or restore natural or spiritual life or vigour to, animate, 
rouse, inspire, kindle, whence ~ing  a.; receive, come to, life (of  woman or embryo)
- The Shorter Oxford Dictionary

I  Family Notes

1

at first I was afraid
howling my weird losses in a cot
this I remember clearly

also the red of  veldt fires
boiling the road with shadows
my first suspicion of  an alien land

it is hard to trace these things:
where a barrenness starts,
a dry raw thing unnoticed in the valleys

and later, looking down from a hill,
the traveller flinches in strange recognition
having always suspected it was there
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2

water
it was safe in baths
but what was this    looking down from a ship
of  fatly painted iron in Durban harbour
a surface full of  glassy lips
and underneath it shifting fathoms of  red
my father said
jellyfish    and the small tug loosed me
four years old into my first ocean

when I was five or six
I nearly jumped
the bridge was narrow steel and swayed in the high air
I wanted to surprise its chains
and the mean-windowed prim-roofed Cornish houses
shut hard against the harbour’s green snake eye

Australia was practical and taught me swimming
O the unnatural blue hiccup    the blue smart of  baths
a boy with sunshocked hair
taught me nature’s laws:
dive in the deep end he said and you can’t go wrong
because everything floats
I jumped so heavy with faith I had to be rescued
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and so learnt to respect from shores
the eye without lids and the mouthless tongue which has no complexion
except the colours it steals from above and beneath
and within the breathless glitter of  imagined fish
but the sea moved in my dreams
those prickling dreams forgotten
in the numbing light of  an alien dawn
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3

Unhappiness is easier to live with
than you think.
You walk around with it like a limp
compensating    compensating    compensating

I knew God had abandoned us
in this shallow land.
I knew the ash-dry grass was a joke
mocking our lush memories of  green.

The fleshy flowers of  a gentle spring
and cultured woods
haunted our hedged dreams.
Our heads lay in the starlight on bony hills

in harsh summers when the heat crushed
all water from the air
and the dam drew back a poverty of  gasping reeds
and snakes came to sip from the hose.
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4

 what is this phrase
uncurling itself

 the trees are silent
and winnow the sky
 with gnarled hands

 the birds sing
but their song
 only deepens the silence
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II  Love Poems

1

she hides in the distracting veils
of  midnight silences

this is her bed and this her lover
turning now like oil at her side
this is the space she counts inside herself
one   two   this white silence

she tastes it privately
like rare soft delicious fruit
praying that her lover will not speak
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2

my usual magnificent morning.
first it was sunny
and now it threatens to rain
and all the nappies
will have to be dried inside.

I have simply shuffled things around
so they look better.
the same amount of  mess
squats in the corners.
Tomorrow it will reveal its true nature.

meanwhile I have preserved
my invisible vows
and have spoken to no one
except the telephone
a jealous cat and my baby.

afterwards perhaps I will sleep
if  my other task fails me.
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3

I watch the moon 
through a small window
bloating and shrinking

always the night devours me
down to a nameless
unlucky hunger

wherever you go
with your mean love
I will follow you

a shriek in your brain
a claw in your testes
a manacle on your tongue
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4

love never stopped a bullet
or stayed the raping hand
of  a damaged world
but it is the only way
to remain undefeated

I know your body solid
under my palm
I know the gates of  your skin
the ways of  your mouth
all these I tell as endlessly
as the renewing day

but in my dreams
how easily devoured:
we crouch small and white
under an ominous sky
all we have for shelter
a seed of  light in our hands
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5

loneliness.
it binds me to itself  like a lake
eating my face with ripples.
shadows crawl in its thick depths.
I can guess their shapes although I lack
a saint’s disinterested equanimity
which tweezes parasites from stinking sores
forgiving them their nature.
I can guess what they are:
they are armoured and vicious things
their mouths are ugly with all the habits of  greed.
if  I hook them out with steely fingers
they will be small and limp and pallid
disgusting as excuses.
I recognise them all. I do not want to.
tonight I can’t be passionless and distant.
I want a room of  faces blurred with chat
drinking comfortably from shallow glasses.
I find an acid mirror which dissolves me
to the bitter arch of  bone.
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III  Howl

1

my lover is not here
to touch the child
rolling in my womb

o unbearable innocent
how will you smile
in this hive of  lies
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2

Hell is never private by design
there’s always some damned neighbour peering in
or dogs barking insanely at the disturbance
at the very least the greedy roar of  traffic
going somewhere else

it happens so quickly you don’t know
what sins you’re being punished for
or how long eternity is

not to mention the humiliations
flames wreak on flesh:
the bubbling eyes
the loss of  every sense except pain
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3

Love is the generous blood crushed from pleasure
the blood of  our suffering
it is the hinge between the heart and the world
it evades the will’s machinery but there is nothing subtle about love
it is the heart singing to itself, I love you

and those not loved enough
who carry their nervous hearts like chilled glass
who delicately place them on a ledger, saying this is the price
who open their wounds to the wounded sadist
who mouth love’s legislation but not its confusion
who wash out the filth of  love with blinding astringents
who smell only decay in love’s spiced gardens
who disembowel love, crying treachery
how will they be healed
in the arms of  love?

in their brutal ghettos the children gather
with incised faces:
their eyes are stained, their souls are damaged out of  them
they claw the city’s acid dugs
they are coming for us, craftily in our heads
they will carve their emptiness
inside us
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IV  Domestic Art

pain grabbed me cruelly and tossed me
into the violent land of  my body.
all around were ravines and crags
and the freefall of  exhaustion.
the only way out was through. at the end
you split out of  me like a ripe seed
and opened your unused eyes on my sweating skin

*

neither maid nor matchless
neither still nor blest
I woke with knowledge in my womb
and fear within my breast

the day was five hours old
when Joshua wriggled out
to see what all the dim reports
of  noise were all about

he is a knot of  needs
my ends are all astray
and the hours are short and fat
with Joshua in my day
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somewhere a poem is invented
 for a sleeping child it has
a greek simplicity the whitest
 sheets to signify
the unwritten the poem
may contain a flute or a slow
 drum but no
sharp instruments even though
the crescents pencilled in
by sleep and the breath are
 easily erasable the poem
bruises secretly the deepest
 muscles of  pleasure

*

rise into me like new cake
bunched and sorry you loud snout
bursting your sheaf  of  blind
legs you lust of  fists writing
all over me squiggles and 
drizzles of  must o my 
juicy suckling out of  the 
oven and perfectly
crusted all over with smiles

*
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End of  sample. 
To buy New and Selected Poems 1991-2017, visit the Newport Street Books 

website at https://www.newportstreetbooks.com/books.

https://www.newportstreetbooks.com/books
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